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ACROSS DOWN 
4.  Men of Math chat about this award (3,2,3,5) 1. Begins without redhead for useful info (5) 

9.  Try and entice after the odd Asti (7) 2. Litter I fold for ward (5) 

10. Fine score for decent effort (4,3) 3. Initial starting price of Real Time in horse race 
for example (5) 

13. Seen in drafting paper with no fantasy football 
game (2) 

5. Would you get any silver euro change if you 
bought this striker? (6) 

14. Cardinal error everyone makes initially to use 
that credit (6) 

6. Sounds like Ollie has taken photos around 
central Denmark for this competition (8) 

16. Ace heard unusual growth gets extra points for 
this (6) 

7. Arrogance for example Osvaldo? (3) 

17. It’s so hot making fire (5) 8. Your past word has travelled over chasm in 
space whilst being careful with budget (7) 

18. You know you want to use it! Or give it to me! 
(8) 

11. All right for hire is reputedly the founder of 
modern day fantasy sports (6) 

19. English risotto stirred for what to embrace if 
you don’t want to run out of change? (8) 

12. Christian name of 11 down or deputy head’s 
gun dog missing Spain? (6) 

22. Hazard for Chelsea ancestor in the first half (6) 13. Activity party at end of dream pad (7,8) 

23. Back up for academy but under not in (10) 15. Solve this clue for online tool (5, 3, 4) 

26. Behind or back? (4) 20. Mug in vehicle taking some studies (PE and 
RS, that is) for ward (5, 3 6) 

30. Fabled first alliance game (7, 7, 6) 21. Former Arsenal Brazilian owed money by 
mistake (3) 

33. Three start fishing catching nothing found on 
line (4) 

24. Without exception apart from one year 
joined heavy club (7) 

34. What you shouldn't do with your team! If you 
do you can end drunker! (6) 

25. Go across the river to get to this London 
stadium (6) 

36. What’s the point of a booking? (3) 27. Helsing novel published for this league (7) 

39. Dreadfully bad year over for this London striker 
(8) 

28. Former Scottish footballer and pundit 
printed in this US colour (4) 

40a & 38d. Gaul Empire rebel leader has Everything 
Everywhere mobile to call top group (7, 6) 

29. We babes at heart getting online (3) 

43. An ingredient of the tortilla starter but don't 
end up in this place (4) 

31. Magazine club (7) 

44. Ex-Chelsea player found in hatchback (2) 32. Feed this babbler and he scored (3) 

45. George's statement is restrictive (6) 35. Right red rag waved in midfield (7) 

46. Take mate outside (4) 37. Sounds like the end of each half (7) 

47. Team leader hero peeked with under-cooked 
long running topic (3, 7, 6) 

38. See 40 across. 

48. I'm in an amused state to find what you can do 
with those transfers (3) 

41. Seeing if the foxtrot or rumba creates US 
name for our industry (4) 

 42. Graduated from this for what you want to 
see in your star player all the time (5) 

 45. Boat insurance decline initial offer (3) 
 


